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In thisArticle, tetrode recordings frommice navigating in real environ-
ments and on virtual reality linear tracks were used to develop a classi-
fier that was subsequently used to identify grid cells within our set of
intracellular whole-cell recordings. Owing to an error in the way the
analogue angular encoder signal detecting rotation of the treadmill was
digitized and post-processed, the distances run by the mice along the
one-dimensional virtual reality tracks during the tetrode recordings
are approximately 5% to 30% longer than reported. (Track lengths for
whole-cell recordings in virtual reality are unaffected.) Correct track
lengths for tetrode recordings by date are provided in Table 1 of this
Corrigendum. Track lengths affect the x axes in Fig. 2d–f, Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6b, and the one-dimensional virtual reality portion of Sup-
plementary Fig. 9. Because themajority of one-dimensional virtual reality
trackswere about30% longer,we corrected the classifier to require three
in-field to out-of-field switches per 5.2m of linear track. As expected,
the correct classifier makes the same decisions as the original for both
whole-cell and tetrode recordings. The new track lengths lead to small
changes in themean fieldwidth (406 11 cm),peak firing rate (126 6Hz)
and number of fields per metre (0.76 0.3) for tetrode virtual reality
data in Supplementary Fig. 6d–f. In addition, two cells in Supplemen-
tary Fig. 9 part 5 should have been labelled ‘T10_20100805_t2_c6’
(third cell from top, left panel) and ‘T10_20100811_t2_c2’ (fourth cell
from top, left panel), and the Supplementary Methods should state
that when two clusters were identified as the same cell due to the use of
both positive and negative thresholds, we kept only one of the clusters.
These corrections have no impact on the results, conclusions and inter-
pretation of this Article. The errors have been corrected in Fig. 2 of the
HTML and PDF versions online and in Supplementary Figs 6 and 9 of
the original Supplementary Information.

Table 1 | Corrected track lengths
Date Track length

2010-07-23 411 cm
2010-07-24 429 cm
2010-07-28 872 cm
2010-08-05 803 cm
2010-08-08 814 cm
2010-08-09 820 cm
2010-08-11 861 cm
2010-08-12 822 cm
2010-08-20 812 cm
2010-08-24 814 cm
2010-08-25 815 cm
2010-09-14 1,035 cm
2010-10-20 614 cm
2010-11-03 648 cm
2010-11-04 652 cm
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